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Abstract

Objective: Australian research guidelines emphasise that high quality research into Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (henceforth Indigenous) health should be conducted in accordance with specific principles. These include: involvement of Indigenous people; making findings accessible; and ensuring that communities benefit from studies in which they participate. Nonetheless, these features are not measured by existing quality appraisal / risk of bias assessment tools that are designed for use in systematic reviews. We report here on the development and trial of a tool for use in systematic reviews of Indigenous health interventions.

Method: Our tool includes measures of compliance with Indigenous health guidelines as well as questions about study design that are common to systematic review tools. The tool was trialled in relation to 13 studies of Indigenous health interventions.

Results: The tool supported a comprehensive assessment of studies. We found strong consistency between reviewers' evaluations of studies, with only two disagreements on our scales.

Conclusion: Tools used to measures of quality and risk of bias in studies of Indigenous health should assess for rigor in accordance with Indigenous health research principles. Our tool represents an attempt to develop a methodological approach that is acceptable within both non-Indigenous and Indigenous research traditions.

Implications: We hope that researchers will adapt the tool for use in their own reviews of studies concerning the health and wellbeing of Australian Indigenous peoples.
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**Introduction**

Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (henceforth Indigenous) peoples have emphasised the importance of ethical and culturally appropriate research conduct. Research involving Indigenous people can be harmful and perpetuate the dynamics of colonisation when undertaken without due involvement from Indigenous peoples or in a manner which is seen as inappropriate by the communities concerned (1–4). Studies can also produce inaccurate findings when Indigenous perspectives and knowledge are not considered (2, 5). Guidelines produced by the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) (1) recommend that Indigenous health research be underpinned by the values of ‘spirit and integrity’, ‘reciprocity’, ‘respect’, ‘equality’, ‘survival and protection’ and ‘responsibility’. Suggestions are provided about how each of these values may be implemented by researchers (1).

We are a team of Indigenous and non-Indigenous researchers working together to conduct a systematic review of studies in Indigenous health. In undertaking a systematic review, it is necessary to identify or develop procedures to ensure that all researchers involved in data extraction ask standardised questions about each included study that are relevant to the research question (6). This enables research teams to reach consistent assessments about the weight that should be given to research findings.

To find a suitable tool for assessing quality and risk of bias in studies using quantitative designs identified through our systematic search, we reviewed resources discussed in a recent paper on systematic reviews in public health research (7). None of these included measures for assessing compliance with key principles enshrined in Indigenous health research guidelines (see Table 1 below).

Drawing on a range of resources and after extensive discussion within the research team, we designed and trialled a new data extraction and quality assessment / risk of bias tool, which we named the ‘Cultural Identity Interventions Systematic Review Proforma’ (12). Our tool incorporates measures assessing reliability, consistency and reporting bias which were adapted from existing systematic review tools (6, 8–10). These tools were selected as sources for relevant measures because they were identified in a paper cited above (7) as appropriate for use in systematic reviews of public health interventions. In addition to these measures, our tool includes a range of questions that our team developed to assess the implementation of key principles identified by the NHMRC as critical to good practice in conducting Indigenous health research (1). Thus, the tool enabled us to assess studies in terms of scientific rigour and also in relation to meeting ethical and methodological standards that are specific to Indigenous health research.

**Methods**

Our tool includes questions that members of our research team saw as essential to making decisions about quality appraisal and risk of bias assessment. The first section of the tool includes questions about study design that are common to data extraction and quality assessment / risk of bias forms utilised in systematic reviews. We tried to express these questions in non-technical language so they could be answered by researchers with extensive statistical expertise and also those who were less confident in this research method. The second section addresses Indigenous people’s involvement in the research, for example identifying whether Indigenous involvement and ownership of the study extended beyond participation as research subjects, including questions about involvement in development of research question, study design, analyses, interpretation and reporting of results. The third

**Table 1. Key components of risk of bias/quality assessment tools for quantitative studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline or tool</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Assessment of compliance with Indigenous health research guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (6)</td>
<td>Investigates domains of selection bias, performance bias, attention bias, attrition bias, and reporting bias</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre for Review and Dissemination, York University (8)</td>
<td>Notes that tools should be tailored to specific reviews and should include consideration of inadequacies in study design, conduct and analysis.</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN checklists for critical appraisal (9)</td>
<td>Measures concern reliability, consistency, relevance, balancing benefits and harms, impact on patients and feasibility</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Public Health Practice Project (10)</td>
<td>Measures concern selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection method, withdrawals and dropouts, intervention integrity and analyses.</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRISMA statement (11)</td>
<td>Recommends use of the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool (6)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Identity Interventions Systematic Review Proforma (12)</td>
<td>Includes sections on: study design, Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait people’s involvement in the program or intervention described in the research, Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait people’s involvement in the research; the context of the intervention and implications for transferability</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
section seeks similar information in relation to Indigenous people’s input to interventions described in the research. To respect the diversity of Indigenous communities we also included questions about contextual factors that may have impacted on study results and the transferability of the intervention described (the fourth section).

In trialling the tool we assigned two members from a team of five researchers to review each of 13 studies of Indigenous health interventions. Papers were divided evenly so that team members reviewed at least two papers with each colleague. Our intention here was to assess whether consensus could be reached on study assessments using the tool between all possible pairings of researchers within our team.

Results

We found strong consistency between team members’ evaluations of studies, with only two disagreements on our five point scale for global assessment of studies. One disagreement was due to a difference in the interpretation of the tool, which we subsequently clarified thorough redrafting our wording. The other inconsistency reflected a difference in research background and cultural worldview. The latter discrepancy was resolved through discussion.

Conclusions

Like other researchers working in Indigenous health, we have found the process of undertaking a systematic literature review problematic and confronting (13, 14). Systematic reviews tend to focus on biomedical disease rather than social and cultural health determinants and are deeply rooted in a qualitative paradigm. They frequently exclude qualitative and other primary studies considered to be of lower evidentiary value than randomised controlled trials. A lack of good quality primary intervention studies according to scientific criteria means that reviews are often inconclusive. Further, systematic reviews tend to overlook the influence of the contexts in which interventions are implemented (15). This is particularly important in Indigenous communities where unique opportunities strongly influence the transferability of interventions or programs described in studies. For example, an intervention in an Indigenous community may owe its success to the availability and willingness of Elders with cultural knowledge to contribute to activities. Lesser support from Elders for the activity might strongly impede the implementation of the intervention elsewhere. For these reasons, and also because of the particular concerns that Indigenous peoples have expressed about research, we did not consider it appropriate to simply replicate tools used with other populations when conducting our systematic review of studies of Indigenous health.

Our tool represents an attempt to navigate some of the challenges that are implicit to undertaking systematic reviews of studies in Indigenous health. We have aimed to develop a methodological approach that is acceptable within both non-Indigenous and Indigenous research traditions.

Implications

Tools used to measures of quality and risk of bias in studies of Indigenous health should assess for rigour in accordance with scientific and also Indigenous health research principles and values. The tool that we developed is available on the website of the Indigenous Health Equity Unit at the University of Melbourne: http://go.unimelb.edu.au/68ra. We hope that other researchers will adapt the tool for their own systematic reviews and that they will find it useful conducting comprehensive assessments of studies of interventions addressing health and wellbeing for Australian Indigenous peoples.
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